The Caring Place for

- Information about community services, many of them free, and referral to those that can help if we can't.
- Reading assistance, by appointment, for children and adults.
- Christian lending library, along with free books.
- Prayer for individual and family concerns.
- Education Center for free presentations for the public and churches on subjects of pressing community needs and how to obtain information and address them.

Initial Hours
9AM - 1PM
SATURDAYS

STOP IN FOR A TOUR AND REFRESHMENTS

For further information and updates
www.facebook.com/HopeCenterAlleganyCounty

For appointments, volunteer applications and other information
bps461@msn.com | (484) 435-0503

AN OUTREACH MINISTRY OF MISSION GENESEE VALLEY, INC.
COALITION OF ALLEGANY COUNTY CHURCHES, OTHER CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
SEEKING COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION AND REVIVAL